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A Royer blending and IIhredding lIand, lIoil and manure in one
operation all fallt all two men can .hovel the

material into the hopper

Cuts the time and expense 0/ preparing
top-soil, compost, etc., 75% to 85%

ROYER COMPOST MACHINE

Do you read the newspaper, or drive an auto-
mobile, or ride in a modern steel train, or talk
over the telephone?

\Vould you care to go back to the days when
the news was broadcast by the town crier, and
when traveling was done by means of the stage-
coach, and when messages had to be delivered
cross country on horseback?

If not, wh~r not modernize your golf equipment.
The old method of screening top dressing and
compost is just as obsolete and out-of-date as the
town crier or the stage coach. Investigate the
Royer compost machine, and cut costs to one-
half or one-sixth of ~'our present expense. Send
for latest bulletins.

The Lewis Ball
Washer

Shut-oil

Extensive J. O. J. Line

Barrel Spray with

TH~ exhibit of the J. Ol~ver Johns'on Company of
ChIcago at the InternatIonal Golf Show will be

extensi ve, in fact will cover' practically the entire .list
of equipment necessary for the maintenance of a course.
A selection from. this large number of pieces is pictured
below .••

J. o. J. Drag Mat for Top Dressing Greens

No Gears

No Repairing

THE "LARK"
Golf Sprinkler

Perfect
Distribu tion

Fool-Proof

•
It sprinklu up to 15(} fut in diameter on higher pressures.
Low pressure does not affect its operation except to decrease
the area it covers.

Ir has no Gears but revolves as slowly and steadily as a
~eared sprinkler. The elimination of gears means the
elimination of complicated wearing parts and constant
repair. Its construction is so simple that there is no ,hance
for trouble.

It is fool-proof, no amount of rough handling can hurt it. It
is light in weight and easy to carry.

Neither wind, 1Ior .rlopill'; hillside wil! stop its steady revo-
lution.
The (Ollt"ol of the spud of the main stream from one revolution
in 30 seconds to one revolution in 3 or 4- minutes, is obtained
by a slight turn of the nozzle tip at the end of the main arm .
The Lark is a lahar Saf'a for its wide covering capacity saves
frequent setting. The rol/a bare prevents any damage to
greens.
It is warranted to give long service and satisfaction, bv the
largest manufacturer of lawn sprinklers and hose acres~ories
in America.

L. R. NELSON MFG. CO. PEORIA, ILLINOIS
(See our exhibit at International Goll Show)
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